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The theory of Hermite, Laguerre, and of the associated generating functions is
reformulated within the framework of an operational formalism. This point of view
provides more efficient tools which allow the straightforward derivation of a wealth
of new and old identities. In this paper a central role is played by negative
derivative operators and by their link with the Tricomi functions and the general-
ized Laguerre polynomials. Q 1999 Academic Press
I. INTRODUCTION
w xIn a number of previous papers 1, 2, 3 it has been shown that, by
exploiting operatorial methods, many properties of ordinary and general-
ized special functions are easily derived and framed in a more general
context. This approach has indeed allowed the derivation of the Burchnall
w xidentity 4 and of its extension to the two-variable two-index Hermite
w xpolynomials 2 .
To give an example of how the method works, we consider the sum
‘
ns x , t s t H x , 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý n
ns0
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Ž .where H x denotes the ordinary Hermite polynomials with generatingn
function
‘ n 2t t
H x s exp xt y . 2Ž . Ž .Ý n ž /n! 2ns0
The use of the identity
nd
x y H x s H x 3Ž . Ž . Ž .s sqnž /dx
Ž . Ž .and of the fact that H x s 1, allows us to write Eq. 1 as0
n‘ d 1
ns x , t s t x y s . 4Ž . Ž .Ý ž / ddxns0 1 y t x yž /dx
Ž .The r.h.s. of Eq. 4 can be cast in the form
d‘1
ys qst xyž /s e e ds, 5Ž .d xHd 01 y t x yž /dx
and by using the disentanglement rule
Ã Ã Ã ÃAqB A B y1r2 ke s e e e , 6aŽ .
Ã Ãwhich holds in the hypothesis that the operators A and B satisfy the
commutation brackets
Ã Ã Ã Ãw x w xA , B s k , A , k s B , k s 0, 6bŽ .
Ž .we can write the integral on the r.h.s. of 5 as
d 1 d‘ ‘ 2Ž .ys st xy y st ysŽ1yt x . ystž /e e ds s e e e ds. 7Ž .d x 2 d xH H
0 0
Since the exponential operator, containing the derivative, acts on the unity,
we finally get
‘ 1‘ 2Ž .n y st ysŽ1yt x .t H x s e e dsŽ . 2Ý Hn
0ns0
21 p 1 y xt 1 y xtŽ .
s exp erfc 8Ž .( 2 't 2 2 t 2 t
‘ u Ž .which can be viewed as the Borel sum of Ý t H x .ns0 n
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In this paper we will see how previously unknown identities can be
derived by using procedures involving various combination of operatorial
identities. The plan of the paper is the following. In Section 2 we explore
w x w xthe properties of the Kampe de Feriet 5 Bell 6 polynomials and theirÂ Â
w xlink with generalized Bessel functions 7 . Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to
the theory of Tricomi functions and of Laguerre polynomials, respectively.
Finally Section 5 contains concluding remarks on the limits of the method
and the application to other fields of research.
II. MULTIVARIABLE HERMITE POLYNOMIALS AND
HERMITE]BESSEL FUNCTIONS
An example of Kampe de Feriet polynomials is provided byÂ Â
w x r ny3 rnr3 y x
Ž3.H x , y s n! 9Ž . Ž .Ýn r ! n y 3r !Ž .rs0
which are specified by the generating function
‘ nt3x tqy t Ž3.e s H x , y , 10Ž . Ž .Ý nn!ns0
and satisfy the identities
› › 3
Ž3. Ž3.H x , y s H x , y 11aŽ . Ž . Ž .n n3› y › x
and
› 2
Ž3. Ž3.H x , y s x q 3 y H x , yŽ . Ž .nq1 n2ž /› x
11bŽ .
›
Ž3. Ž3.H x , y s nH x , y .Ž . Ž .n ny1› x
Ž . Ž3.Ž . nFrom Eq. 11a , since H x, 0 s x , it also follows thatn
› 3
Ž3. y n3H x , y s e x . 11cŽ . Ž .› xn
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Ž . Ž3.Ž .Furthermore, according to Eq. 11b , the H x, y are said to be quasi-n
monomials under the action of the operators
› 2ÃM s x q 3 y 2› x
12Ž .
›ÃD sx › x
The above property allows us to derive the identity
m2›
Ž3. Ž3.H x , y s x q 3 y H x , y , 13Ž . Ž . Ž .nqm n2ž /› x
Ž3.Ž .which can be exploited to investigate further properties of H x, y . Then
first example we discuss is the generating function
‘ nt
Ž3. Ž3.S x , y ; t N m s H x , y , 14Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý nqmn!ns0
which, for the ordinary case, reduces to the well known Rainville generat-
ing function, namely
1 t 2
Ž2.S x , y ; t N m s exp xt y H x y t . 15Ž . Ž .mž / ž /2 2
Ž . Ž .By exploiting the identity 13 we can write Eq. 14 as
2›
Ž3. Ž3.S x , y ; t N m s exp t x q 3 y H x , y 16Ž . Ž . Ž .m2ž /› x
We can now introduce the operators
› 2ÃA s 3ty 2› x 17Ž .
ÃB s tx
and note that
1r2 1r2 3r2Ã Ã Ã 'A , B s mA , m s 2 3 y t . 18Ž .
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w xWe can therefore use the decoupling identity 1
m2
m
1r212Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃAqB y A qA Be s e e e , 19Ž .2
Ž .to disentangle the exponentials on the r.h.s. of 16 , and write
› › 2
3 2Ž3. y t y3 t y q3 t y t x Ž3.2S x , y ; t N m s e e e H x , y . 20Ž . Ž . Ž .› x › x m
The use of the identity
d m my 1 d md
a am me f x s f x q ma e , 21Ž . Ž .d x d xmy1ž /dx
finally yields
› › 2
3 2Ž3. x tqy t 3 t y q3 t y Ž3.2S x , y ; t N m s e e H x , y . 22Ž . Ž . Ž .› x › x m
Ž3.Ž .The action of the exponential operator, on the polynomial H x, y canm
be specified by noting that the second-order Kampe de Feriet polynomialsÂ Â
satisfy the identity
› 2
y n Ž2.2e x s H x , y , 23aŽ . Ž .› x n
and that
d
re f x s f x q r . 23bŽ . Ž . Ž .d x
We can therefore conclude that
S Ž3. x , y ; t N m s e x tqy t 3H Ž3, 2. x q 3t 2 y , 3ty , y , 24Ž . Ž .Ž .m
Ž3, 2.Ž .where H x, v, y denotes the polynomialsn
w x r Ž2.nr3 y H x , vŽ .ny3 rŽ3 , 2.H x , v , y s n! , 25Ž . Ž .Ýn r ! n y 3r !Ž .rs0
which belong to those of Bell type and can also be defined through the
generating function
‘ nt
Ž3, 2. 2 3H x , v , y s exp xt q v t q yt . 26Ž . Ž .Ý nn!ns0
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Ž .Let us now consider the possibility of deriving a relation of the type 8 ,
involving Kampe de Feriet polynomials, namelyÂ Â
‘
Ž3. n Ž3.s x , y ; t s t H x , y . 27Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý n
ns0
Ž .By taking into account the identity 13 and by following the same
Ž .procedure, leading to Eq. 5 , we can write the Borel sum associated with
Ž .the series 27
› 2‘
Ž3. ys st xq3 y 2ž /s x , y ; t s e e ds, 28Ž . Ž .H › x
0
Ž . Ž < <and use the disentanglement rule 19 to end up with valid for tx - 1 and
.ty - 0
‘ 3 3Ž3. ysŽ1yt x . s y ts x , y ; t s e e ds. 29Ž . Ž .H
0
The function on the r.h.s. cannot be defined in terms of known function as
Ž .in the case of Eq. 8 , where we have exploited Gaussian and error
functions. We can however introduce the function
‘ 3ys y ys xt x , y s e e ds. 30Ž . Ž .H
0
Ž .Defined for x, y ) 0 and satisfying the differential equation
› › 3
t x , y s t x , yŽ . Ž .3› y › x
31Ž .
1 1
t x , 0 s , t 0, y s G 1r3 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
x 3 y
which allows us to conclude
Ž3. 3s x , y ; t s t 1 y tx , yt y . 32Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .The polynomials defined by the generating functions 26 are quasi-
Ž3.Ž .monomials too as the H x, y , with the only difference being then
multiplication operator should be replaced by
› › 2ÃM s x q 2v q 3 y . 33Ž .2› x › x
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Ž .By exploiting the same procedure leading to Eq. 24 , we can prove the
further identity
‘ nt 2 3Ž3, 2. x tqv t qy t Ž3 , 2. 2H x , v , y s e H x q 3t y q 2v t , v q 3ty , y .Ž . Ž .Ý nqm mn!ns0
34Ž .
According to the above examples it is evident that we can exploit the
identities, associated to exponential operators, to derive new relations for
conventional and generalized polynomials. For instance by comparing Eqs.
Ž . Ž . Ž3, 2.Ž . Ž3.Ž .24 and 34 it immediately follows that H x, 0, y s H x, y .n n
Before closing this section we want to touch further on an important
point linked to the concept of Hermite-Bessel functions. It has been
w xshown, in Ref. 1 , that this class of functions is a direct consequence of the
quasimonomiality principle and that they can be ``generated'' by replacing
ÃM with x in the generating function of ordinary Bessel function.
To generate Hermite]Bessel functions associated with the Bell-type
Ž3, 2.Ž . Žpolynomial H x, v, y we introduce the generating function see Eq.n
.33
ÃM 1
G x , v , y ; t s exp t yŽ . ž /2 t
21 › › 1
s exp x q 2v q 3 y t y . 35Ž .2 ž /ž /2 › x t› x
Ž .By exploiting 35 and the already quoted decoupling procedure, we can
write
2 3x 1 v 1 y 1
G x , v , y ; t s exp t y q t y q t yŽ . ž / ž / ž /2 t 4 t 8 t
‘
n
Ž3 , 2.s t J x , v , y , 36Ž . Ž .Ý H n
nsy‘
Ž .Ž3, 2.where J ? is defined byH n
r Ž3 , 2.‘ y1 H x , v , yŽ . Ž .nq2 r
Ž3 , 2. J x , v , y s . 37Ž . Ž .ÝH n nq2 rr ! n q r !2Ž .rs0
The properties and the usefulness of this class of functions will be
discussed in the concluding section.
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III. TRICOMI FUNCTIONS AND ASSOCIATED
GENERALIZATIONS
Ãy1In the following we will make great use of the operator D , which isx
Ãy1the inverse of the derivative operator. Strictly speaking, D being anx
indefinite integral, we should specify the limit of integration; we will
however assume that the lower limit of integration is zero and we will use
Ãy1the notation D to indicate b as lower limit of integration. By exploitingb x
the notion of Cauchy repeated integral, we can write
x1 ny1ynÃD f x s x y t f t dt , 38Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hx n y 1 !Ž . 0
and it is also easy to realize that
r r r‘ ‘y1 y1 xŽ . Ž .y1ÃyD yrx Ãe s D s . 39Ž .Ý Ýx 2r ! r !Ž .rs0 rs0
Ž . w xThe function on the r.h.s. of Eqs. 39 is a 0th order Tricomi function 7
Ž .T.F. , in particular we have
r r‘ y1 xŽ .y1Ãym yD mxÃD e s x C x , C x s . 40Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýx m m r ! r q m !Ž .rs0
The T.F. can be generated through
q‘ x
mt C x s exp t y , 41Ž . Ž .Ý m tmsy‘
Ž .which can be exploited to state the following well known identity between
Tricomi and ordinary Bessel functions
ym r2 'C x s x J 2 x . 42Ž . Ž .Ž .m m
Ž . Ž .A fairly straightforward consequence of the Eqs. 39 and 41 is the
generating function
‘ n ‘ nt t
nqm yŽnqm. y1Ã Ãx C x s D exp yDŽ . Ž .Ý Ýnqm x xn! n!ns0 ns0
ym y1Ã Ãs D exp t y 1 DŽ .x x
ms x C y t y 1 x . 43Ž . Ž .m
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Ž .Along with C x we introduce the associated Hermite version, denotedm
Ž .by C x, y , and specified by the generating functionH m
q‘ x y
nt C x , y s exp t y q , 44aŽ . Ž .Ý H n 2t tnsy‘
and by the series expansion
r‘ y1 H x , yŽ . Ž .r
C x , y s . 44bŽ . Ž .ÝH m r ! m q r !Ž .rs0
By exploiting the same argument of the previous section, it is evident that
Ž .C x, y satisfies the propertiesH m
<C x , y s C x 45aŽ . Ž . Ž .ys0H m m
and
d 2
y 2C x , y s e C x . 45bŽ . Ž . Ž .d xH m m
The Hermite]Tricomi functions, involving higher order polynomials, will
be discussed in the forthcoming sections.
IV. LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS AND OPERATORIAL
IDENTITIES
Laguerre polynomials have been shown to be quasimonomials under the
action of the operators
Ã Ãy1M s 1 y Dx
46Ž .
Ã Ã2 ÃP s y x D q D ,ž /x x
which provide a realization of the Weyl group. It is indeed, easily proved
that
Ã Ã ÃP , M s 1. 47Ž .
The quasimonomiality property has been exploited to show that ordinary
Laguerre polynomials can be explicitly constructed by using the relation
ny1ÃL x s 1 y D . 48Ž . Ž .Ž .n x
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Ž .By manipulating 48 , we can obtain the alternative definition
x nnÃL x s D y 1 , 49Ž . Ž .Ž .n x n!
and by recalling the ordinary definition of associated Laguerre polynomials
mŽm. mÃL x s y1 D L x 50Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n x nqm
Ž . Ž . Ž .we can use Eqs. 48 or 49 to write Eq. 50 in the operatorial form
n ny1 xm n mqn Ž .
Žm. y1Ã Ã ÃL x s 1 y D 1 y D s 1 y D 51Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .n x x x n!
which holds for m not-necessarily integer.
These last results can be exploited in a number of ways, and provide a
useful tool to frame old and new generating functions in a more systematic
context.
As a first example we consider the generating function
‘ m nt u
Žm.S x ; t , u s L x , 52Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý nm! n!m , ns0
Ž . Ž .which according to Eqs. 51 and 39 can be written as
Ã Ãy1tŽ1yD . uŽ1yD . tqux xS x ; t , u s e e s e C x y t u . 53Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0
w xFurthermore a straightforward application of the same method, yields 8
‘ mt
Žm. t tÃL x s e exp yt D L x s e L x y t , 54Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý n x n nm!ms0
which can also be easily generalized, we find indeed
‘ mt 2ÃŽ2 m. tŽ1yD . txL x s e L x s e L x y 2 t , t , 55Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý n n H nm!ms0
Ž .where L x, y are Hermite]Laguerre polynomials. These polynomialsH m
n Ž .are obtained by replacing x “ H x, y in the definition of the Laguerren
polynomial. For further comments the reader is addressed to the conclud-
ing section.
Other important generating functions are linked to generalized sum
w xreported in Ref. 8 .
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Ž .We note indeed that a straightforward consequence of Eq. 51 is
ny1Ž .
Žyn. nL x s x , 56Ž . Ž .n n!
w xwhich can be exploited to get the summation rules 8
‘
mn Žynqm. yx t < <t L x s 1 q t e , t - 1 57aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý n
ns0
and
‘ n mt mŽynqm. sL x s t C xt . 57bŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýn sž /sn!ns0 ss0
It is also easily realized that
‘ n mt mŽmqn. 2 t sL x s e t C x y t t , 58aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýn sž /sn!ns0 ss0
and that possible generalization can be written in the form
n‘ t
Ž2 n. 2 y1Ã Ã ÃL x s exp t 3 y 3 D q D y DŽ .Ý ž /n x x xn!ns0
s e3 t C x y 3t t , t 3 , 58bŽ . Ž .Ž .H 0
Ž .where C x, y is the Hermite]Tricomi function introduced in the previ-H 0
ous section. Before concluding this section we remark that the generating
w xfunction 8
m mn n m‘ ‘t t y1 x t y xn Ž . Ž .
Žnym. tÃL x s 1 y D s e , 59aŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý Ým xn! n! m! m!ns0 ns0
can be generalized, thus getting, e.g.,
n Ž .ry1 m‘ t r y 1 mŽ .Žnym. t yr mqsL x s e L x y t . 59bŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýr m r mysž /sn!ns0 ss0
The examples we have provided in this section, yield perhaps a further
feeling on the usefulness of the operatorial identities exploited to deal with
the theory of Laguerre polynomials. Further speculations will be discussed
in the forthcoming section.
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V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Ãy1In the previous section we have exploited the operator D and wex
have seen that it plays a crucial role to state the properties of Tricomi
function and Laguerre polynomials. We have also shown that its use makes
fairly transparent a number of properties of the Laguerre polynomials
which would be obtained in a less direct way by exploiting more conven-
tional means. Further comments on the usefulness of negative derivative
operators could be useful. Let us therefore consider the following integro-
differential equation
x›
f x , t s y dx9 f x9, tŽ . Ž .H
› t 0 60Ž .
f x , 0 s g x ,Ž . Ž .
whose solution can be formally written as
y1Ãf x , t s exp ytD g x . 61Ž . Ž . Ž .x
Ž .If g x can be expanded in series around x s 0, we find
‘ Žn.g 0Ž .y1 nÃf x , t s exp ytD xŽ . Ýx n!ns0
sŽn. nqs‘ ‘g 0 yt xŽ . Ž .
s Ý Ýn! s! n q s !Ž .ns0 ss0
‘ Žn.g 0Ž .
ns x C xt . 62Ž . Ž .Ý nn!ns0
Ž .The solution of the integro-differential equation 60 can be therefore
expressed as a series expansion in terms of Tricomi functions.
ÃymLet us now consider the operator D whose exponentiation yieldsx
s m s‘ yt xŽ .ymÃexp yt D s . 63Ž .Ýx s! ms !Ž .ss0
Ž .The function on the r.h.s. of Eq. 63 is the 0th order Wright function
specified by the series
s m s‘ y1 xŽ .
Žm. mJ x s . 64Ž . Ž .Ýn s! n q ms !Ž .ss0
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The solution of
x› y1 my 1f x , t s x y j f j , t djŽ . Ž . Ž .H
› t m y 1 !Ž . 0 65Ž .
f x , 0 s g x ,Ž . Ž .
can be therefore written as
‘ Žn.g 0Ž .
n Žm. m
Žm .f x , t s x J tx s g x ; t . 66Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý n Jn!ns0
Ž .Žm .The notation g x; t denotes a function having the same MacLaurinJ
Ž . nexpansion of g x with the only difference that x is replaced by
n Žm.Ž m .x J x t .n
In the previous section we have considered generating functions which
do not involve products of Laguerre polynomials. In this section we fill the
gap by presenting the following example
‘
n n Žmyn. Žmyn.y1 n!t L x L yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý n n
ns0
mmÃ Ãs 1 y D 1 y D exp yxytŽ .Ž . ž /x y
m mÃs 1 y D 1 q xt exp yxyt . 67Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .x
This last example is a proof of the implications contained into the use of
negative derivative operators. We can however provide a further example
aimed at clarifying how far one can go by exploiting the above formalism,
Ž .and by proving that the definition 51 holds for noninteger values of m
too.
To this aim we consider the following operatorial definition of Hermite
Ž .polynomials see Section I and Refs. 1]5
s ny2 sw xnr22d y1 2 xŽ . Ž .ny1r4
2e 2 x s H x , H x s n! , 68Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýd x n nž /s! n y 2 s !Ž .ss0
and
2 nÃ Ãy1r4Ž2 D q4 x D .x x 'e 4 x s H x . 69Ž . Ž .Ž .2 n
w xBy exploiting the decoupling rule 1
1rmÃ Ã ÃAqB BÃe s 1 q mA e , 70Ž .Ž .
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Ã Ã Ã2w x Ž .which holds if A, B s mA , we can write Eq. 69 as
1r2 2dd nyx '21 y e 4 x s H x , 71aŽ . Ž .Ž .d x 2 nž /dx
or what is the same
y1r2 2dd d nyx '21 y 1 y e 4 x s H x . 71bŽ . Ž .Ž .d x 2 nž / ž /dx dx
Ž . Ž . Ž .By using Eq. 71b and the definition 51 , we easily infer the well known
identity
ny1Ž .
Žy1r2. 'L x s H x . 72Ž . Ž .Ž .n 2 n2 n2 n!
We can reconsider the above problem from a more general point of view,
by starting from the generating function
‘ nt
Ž2.w xs x , y ; t s H x , y 73Ž . Ž .Ý 2 nn!ns0
which according to the discussion of Section II can be written as
2 nn‘ t ›
Ž2.w xs x , y ; t s x q 2 yÝ ž /n! › xns0
2 q‘› 1 2 'ys Ž1y4 y t . 2 s t xs exp t x q 2 y s e e ds. 74Ž .Hž / '› x p y‘
The last Gaussian integral yields
‘ n 2t 1 x t
H x , y s exp 75Ž . Ž .Ý 2 n ž /n! 1 y 4 yt'1 y 4 ytns0
so that we finally obtain
x 2n Žy1r2.H x , y s n! 4 y L y . 76Ž . Ž . Ž .2 n n ž /4 y
General procedures of this type could also be exploited, to establish the
link between higher order Hermite and Laguerre polynomials. Before
closing the present paper we go back to the Hermite]Bessel functions,
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whose usefulness in theory of electromagnetic processes induced by rela-
w xtivistically moving charges has been clarified in Ref. 7 .
iw Ž .We want to, however, emphasize that by setting t s e , in Eq. 36 we
get
q‘
inw 2 3
Ž3 , 2.e J x , v , y s exp ix sin w y v sin w y iy sin w ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý H n
nsy‘
77Ž .
which is the Jacobi]Anger expansion associated with the above type of
Hermite]Bessel function, and clarifies that they can be exploited in
radiation problems going beyond the simple dipole approximation.
Finally, let us note that on account of the quasimonomiality properties
Ž3, 2.Ž .of the H ??? polynomials we can easily state that the Hermite]Besseln
Ž .Ž3, 2.function J x, v, y satisfies the 6th order differential equationH n
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã 2 2 Ž3 , 2.M D M D q M y n J ??? s 0, 78Ž . Ž .x x H nž /
Ã Ž .where M is provided by Eq. 33 .
The topics we have touched on in this paper have, perhaps, given the
feeling that the problems associated with the interplay between special
functions, conventional or generalized, and operatorial identities is so wide
that it cannot be treated in the space of a paper. We believe, however, that
the examples we have discussed yield a clear idea of the flexibility and
usefulness of the proposed methods.
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